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THE GRAIN COMPLEX COULD BE OVERSOLD AND ITS BOTTOM 
IN PLACE FOR A WHILE  

Posted on 10/22/2014 6:26:09 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP 

  

Higher closes for oats, rough rice, corn, Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with soybeans, soybean 
meal and soybean oil. THE ACTION, STARTING LAST WEEK, IS SHOWING SIGNS THAT THE GRAIN COMPLEX 
MIGHT BE OVERSOLD OR, AT LEAST, SETTING UP FOR A RETRACMENT RALLY. The lows across the board 
have held continuous assaults and only the bean oil took out a recent low so far. Of course, this complex is and has 
been in a long term downtrend and any buy signals would have to be considered short term until proven otherwise. 
Part of the problem is that it seems the bears are 'loaded up' and have little ammunition left leaving a 
vacuum overhead. So, be careful of what you do and don't invest too heavily in either direction at this time. The wheat 
complex settled higher with Minneapolis and KC's nearest resistance around 620 while Chicago's around 650. The 
wheat complex charts suggest, at least the short term, a bottom is in place while the long term trend remains down as 
just mentioned above. While my sell signals remain intact I would suggest standing aside for now. The 
Minneapolis/KC spreads remain disappointing after making their lowest low (board wise) since May 6th before 
settling higher. Oats made its best high and close (4 straight) in over two weeks but still in good resistance but at 
least now moving towards its upper end. I still prefer to remain on the sidelines unless it settles over 358. Rice had its 
worst low since Sept. 11th again but closed higher this time in reversal type action. Also. there's heavy resistance up 
to the 1310 area, A close over 1300, though, could reverse its downtrend trend. Corn settled higher also making its 
best high since Sept. 3rd continuing to act like the three dollar level could hold for some time while staying around the 
350 psychological area. Strong looking resistance remains from 360 up to around 375. Every farmer that reads my 
comments should call me about hedging concerns so I can place them with one of our qualified hedging brokers. You 
should always be thinking ahead. Since everybody knows the government is looking at record crops and yields 
and corn storage remains a factor. Our hedge department says many farmers have been holding on to corn from the 
previous year(s) leaving little room for storage whereby farmers would be forced to sell a large part of their crops in 
the near term. WITH ALL THAT BEING SAID THE GRAIN COMPLEX HAS BEEN HOLDING AS MENTIONED 
ABOVE. The bean complex settled higher but with oil making its worst low since Sept. 11th. Don't forget a large 
percentage of last year's bean crop is still in South America with another season coming. Meal is now approaching a 
strong looking resistance area. The July15/Dec15 meal/oil spreads continue to trade higher now making it best high 
and close since the middle of September while remaining above money. Oil had reversal type action but has the price 
of a new recent low. SELL SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH 
CORN, ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional 
charts, quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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